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Abstract: We present a high-precision temporal-spatial phase-demodulation algorithm for 
phase-shifting interferometry (PSI) affected by random/systematic phase-stepping errors. 
Laser interferometers in standard optical-shops suffer from several error sources including 
random phase-shift deviations. Even calibrated phase-shifters do not achieve floating-point 
linear accuracy, as routinely obtained in multimedia video-projectors for fringe-projection 
profilometry. In standard optical-shops, calibrated phase-shifting interferometers suffer from 
nonlinearities due to vibrations, turbulence, and environmental fluctuations (temperature, 
pressure, humidity, air composition) still under controlled laboratory conditions. These 
random phase-step errors (even if they are small), increases the uncertainty of the phase 
measurement. This is particularly significant if the wavefront tolerance is tightened to high 
precision optics. We show that these phase-step errors precludes high-precision wavefront 
measurements because its uncertainty increases to around  /10. We develop an analytical 
expression based on optical-wavefront formalism showing that these phase-step nonlinearities 
appear as a spurious conjugate signal degrading the desired wavefront. Removing this 
spurious conjugate constitutes the central objective of the proposed nonlinear phase-shifting 
algorithm (nPSA). Using this nPSI algorithm we demodulate experimental interferograms 
subject to small vibrations and phase-shifter nonlinearities, obtaining a high-precision 
spurious-free, demodulated wavefront. We show that our artifact-free, temporal-spatial 
quadrature filtering, accomplishes an equivalent wavefront precision as the one obtained from 
floating-point linear phase-shifting interferometry. 
2019-Dec-08  Centro de Investigaciones en Optica A. C., Leon, Mexico 
1. Introduction 
Temporal phase-shifting interferometry (PSI) is a powerful and well established technique to 
measure wavefronts with high precision [1-6]. The first paper on temporal phase-shifting 
interferometry (PSI) was Carré [2]. This 1966 paper was in some ways years ahead of its 
time, but it was un-noticed because its application was not to two-dimensional (2D) PSI. The 
first linear N-step phase-shifting algorithm (PSA) was due to Bruning et al. [3]. Bruning et al. 
mention several times, that avoiding systematic/random phase-step errors, and averaging 
many fringe patterns, one would be able to attain /100  wavefront accuracy [3]. In the 
absence of systematic phase-step errors, temporal averaging reduces the wavefront noise 
power as (1/N); one would need 50 fringe samples to attain /100  accuracy [1-6]. As 
mentioned, systematic phase-shifting errors rarely reduce by temporal averaging. For all these 
reasons, typical optical-shops (ours in particular) rarely obtain better than /10  wavefront 
accuracy. Here we show that PSI with few fringes interferograms, one cannot spot an artifact 
phase-error in the demodulated wavefront. That is because the low-frequency artifact "hides 
away" within the measuring phase. To this day, research in PSAs reveals that random-
systematic phase-shifting errors build-up and /100  precision are almost never obtained; air-
turbulence, vibrations and small phase-shifting nonlinearities being difficult to control [1-41]. 
Schmitz et al., at the US National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) have 
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reported how sensitive phase-shifting interferometers are to mechanical-environmental 
conditions which translates into uncertainties and repeatability demodulated wavefront 
artifacts [41]. In most optical-shop testing facilities some of these error sources translates into 
random-systematic phase-shifting  nonlinearities. 
The first works on nonuniform phase-shifting algorithms (nPSA) may be seen in 
references [7-11]. Least-squares nPSA (LS-nPSA) were proposed by Morgan [7], and 
Greivenkamp [8]. Afterwards came the generalized/iterative least-squares gLS-nPSA [9-12]. 
In gLS-nPSA the demodulated phase and nonlinear phase-steps are iteratively estimated. In 
this way the global nonlinear phase-estimation problem is broken into two iterated linear 
systems converging (with some remaining error) to the searched phase, and the nonlinear 
phase-steps [12-23]. A more recent variation gLS-nPSA, named advanced iterative algorithm 
(AIA), became popular [13]. Depending on the phase-step number and fringe-noise, no better 
than / 20  tolerances are obtained by gLS-nPSA.  
Another alternative to nPSI is to use the Lissajous figure of the demodulated complex-
valued wavefront [24-28]. The Lissajous figure is the parametric plot of the real and 
imaginary parts of the demodulated signal. A Lissajous ellipse is the hallmark of an erroneous 
wavefront demodulation while a Lissajous circle is synonymous of good demodulation [24-
28]. As in gLS-nPSA, the noise of the complex-valued estimated wavefront limit the least-
squares fitting of the Lissajous ellipse [24-28]. Depending on the amount of systematic-
random phase-step errors, wavefront tolerances around ( / 20)  may be attained. That is 
because the least-squares fit to a noisy Lissajous ellipse is pretty sensitive to noise. 
In 2011 Vargas et al. [29] used a statistical technique called principal component analysis 
(PCA) for nonuniform phase-shifting interferometry (nPSI) [29]. We call this procedure the 
PCA-nPSI algorithm. The PCA algorithm was published in 1901 by Karl Parson [30]. 
Pearson used PCA to find few orthogonal (uncorrelated) signals from a very large set of 
correlated statistical data [30]. The PCA applied to nPSI (PCA-nPSI) estimates the sine and 
cosine of the estimated phase from nonuniform phase-shifted fringes [29]. In other words, the 
linear PCA-nPSI algorithm simultaneously estimate the modulating phase and the nonlinear 
phase-steps of the interferograms [29-38]. The PCA-nPSI algorithm being an optimum linear 
system, cannot accurately solve the nonlinear nPSI problem. That is why it is not surprising 
that PCA-nPSI has serious problems that have been studied since its introduction [31-38]. 
Moreover, Karl Pearson proposed the PCA as a statistical analysis to find few principal 
components from a very large set of statistical data [30]; not as a nPSI algorithm depending 
on a handful of samples. So in general the PCA-nPSI would give a fairly bad estimate to the 
modulating wavefront. The PCA-nPSI being linear give in general, lower wavefront precision 
than gLS-nPSI algorithms [12-23]. Therefore better PCA-nPSI algorithms have been 
published using the gLS-PSI as final step [31-37]. Some other improvements rely on applying 
the Lissajous figure to PCA-nPSI, taking as first approximation the PCA-nPSI estimation. In 
brief the PCA-nPSI is not in general a reliable technique to estimate the wavefront from 
nonuniform phase-stepped fringes. 
Linear phase-shifting interferometry may use the frequency transfer function (FTF) to 
analyze the properties of temporal quadrature-filters in the Fourier domain [1]. Knowing the 
FTF one can easily find the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and harmonic sensitivity of PSAs [1]. 
Knowing the nonlinear phase-steps, we recently published a nPSI algorithm that use the 
desired FTF's spectral zeroes to find the coefficients of the nPSA [39]. Knowledge of the FTF 
of a nPSA [39] allows one to calculate the SNR and fringe harmonics sensitivity, as routinely 
done for linear PSAs [1]. 
All nPSI algorithms (except PCA-nPSI) estimate the modulating-phase and nonlinear 
phase-steps iteratively. In nPSI the wavefront demodulation error (except for the data noise) 
comes from the limited accuracy of the nonuniform phase-steps estimation [7-38]. Given that 
avoiding the fringe noise is impossible, here we bypass the nonlinear phase-steps estimation 
process. This is possible, if and only if, one can introduce spatial-carrier fringes to the 
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temporal interferograms. As we shown, the proposed nPSA entirely bypasses the nonlinear 
phase-steps estimation. In this way the demodulated wavefront accuracy do not depend on the 
phase-step estimation precision, obtaining an estimated wavefront as reliable as the one 
obtained by an ideal floating-point linear, phase-shifter. Here the experimental interferograms 
were digitized by an upgraded WYKO-6000 Fizeau interferometer with calibrated PZT 
phase-shifter. In spite that the WYKO-6000 is on top of a Newport optical-table it is still 
sensitive to vibrations and PZT small nonlinear deviations. The kind of demodulation 
wavefront artifacts herein described is a daily trouble in our optical-shop facility, and we had 
to solve it once and for all. The proposed nPSI algorithm is new, accurate, straightforward, 
and certainly useful in high-quality optical manufacturing shops worldwide. 
2. Two formalisms for digital phase-shifting interferometry (PSI) 
The temporal interferograms degraded by nonlinear phase-shifting errors are modeled by, 
   0cos ; {0,..., 1}.nI n a b n n N                                      (1) 
The interferograms are   ( , , )I n I x y n ; the modulating phase is ( , )x y  ; the wavefront 
is ( , ) ( / 2 ) ( , )W x y x y   ; being   the laser wavelength. The background is ( , )a a x y  
and the contrast is ( , )b b x y . The linear phase-steps are 0n ; the nonlinear deviations are 
{ }n  assumed space-independent [6]. The most common N-steps PSI formalisms are,  
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Being ˆ ˆ( , )x y   the estimated phase, and usually nc   [1]. The ˆtan( )  formula is used 
since 1974 [3,40], and more recently the optical-wavefront formalism 
ˆ ˆ(2 )i W iAe Ae    [1]. 
Both formulas give the same phase estimation ˆ ˆ( , )x y  . 
3. Phase-shifting interferometry with nonlinear phase-step errors (nPSI) 
Here we present the mathematical theory of our proposed temporal-spatial nPSI algorithm. 
3.1 Phase-shifting interferometry with nonlinear phase-step errors 
Using the fringe model   ( , , )I n I x y n  in Eq. (1), the ˆtan( )  formalism reads,  
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Due to the tangent nonlinearity, the mathematically proofs for analyzing even elementary 
properties of linear PSAs are cumbersome,  taking many steps of algebra and trigonometry 
[40]. And usually, only approximations are possible, take for example the analysis for linear-
detuning error [40]. As a consequence, by looking at ˆtan( )  one cannot spot the reason why 
phase-step nonlinearities { 0}n   would give an erroneous phase ˆ( , )x y  ; except for the 
circular-reasoning that these nonlinearities must play a role. 
On the other hand, the analytic-signal ˆiAe   formalism is in general, more effective for 
analyzing PSI algorithms [1]. Using the fringes  I n , the wavefront formalism gives,  
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Obtaining,  
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Here the estimated signal is ˆiAe  ; being (2 )1 1
i W iA e A e    the searched wavefront, while its 
conjugate (2 )2 2
i W iA e A e     is a spurious/artifact signal. The demodulated phase ˆ( , )x y 
1 2arg[ ]
i iA e A e   has a phase artifact with double-frequency fringe structure, similar to 
detuning in linear PSAs [1,40] (see Fig. 1) [1,40]. Equation (6) shows that nonlinear errors 
{ }n  pop-up as a spurious conjugate 2
iA e  . As far as we know, Eq. (6) is a new and useful 
result for better understanding PSAs degraded by nonlinear phase-steps. 
3.2 Simulation of the artifact phase error due to phase-shifter nonlinearities 
Here we simulate Eq. (6). Figure 1 shows the phase demodulation-error given by, 
arg 0.1 ; ( , ).i iError e e x y
                                           (7) 
 
Fig. 1 Simulation of the artifact phase-error due to small phase-steps nonlinearities. At left, a 
sampled interferogram, and at right, the double-frequency fringe phase-error in Eq. (7).  
The phase-demodulation artifact shown in Fig. 1 is the hallmark of small phase-step nonlinear 
deviations. Note also that this spurious-structure looks like detuning error in linear PSI [1,40]. 
3.3 Spatial-carrier for filtering-out the spurious conjugate wavefront 
Introducing a spatial-carrier, the searched phase changes to 0[ ( , ) ]x y u x  ,  
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Substituting 0( , ) [ ( , ) ]x y x y u x    in Eq. (6) one obtains, 
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The signals 1A , 2A  are still given by Eq. (6). But now in Eq. (9) the spurious 
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a different spectral location that can be eliminated by spatial low-pass filtering [ ]LPF   as, 
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Thus the artifact-free estimated phase is,  
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The signal 1 ( / 2)
ni
nA b c e
   disappears regardless of { }n . The estimation of ˆ( , )x y  no 
longer depends in anyway of  the nonlinearities { }n . Thus the estimated phase in Eq. (11) is 
as accurate as the one obtained using an ideal floating-point linear phase-shifter. 
4. Experimental nonuniform phase-shifted Interferograms demodulation  
We used a WYKO-6000 Fizeau interferometer and the 5-steps Schwider-Hariharan (SH-PSI) 
algorithm ( 0 2 / 4  ) [1,40]. The FTF ( ( )SHH  ) and 
ˆiAe   formula are given by [1],  
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The | ( ) |SHH   plot, with normalized frequency is shown in Fig. 2. 
 
Fig. 2. The |HSH()| plot. The SH-PSA is robust to linear-detuning, and pass the harmonics at 
(-7, -3, 5, 9) in the frequency range shown. 
The SH-PSA robust to linear detuning, is however sensitive to nonlinear phase-shifting errors. 
4.1 Experimental phase demodulation with the 5-step, SH-PSI algorithm 
Figure 3 shows the upgraded WYKO-6000 Fizeau interferometer used for the experiments.  
 
Fig. 3. WYKO-6000 Fizeau interferometer. The B&W video-monitor at top, allows real-time 
fringe visualization. The computer, the CCD-camera, and fringe-software were upgraded.  
Using the WYKO's we took the phase-shifted fringes (with 0 2   ) shown in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 4. Five interferograms of a manufacturing flat with nominal phase-step of (/2). The 
WYKO's video-monitor show randomly vibrating fringes despite the stabilizing optical-table. 
We have demodulated 50 phases in a row, randomly picking 1 2 3ˆ ˆ ˆ{ , , }    shown in Fig. 5. At 
first sight, the phases 1 2 3ˆ ˆ ˆ{ , , }    look identical, but  they are different. The right hand side 
panel showing 2 1 3 1 2 3ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ{10( ),10( ),10( )}         expose the artifact  phase-error. 
 
Fig. 5. Three phase measurements using the WYKO and SH-PSA (black-to-white maps to (0-
2) radians). At left panel all 3 phases look identical, but they have (/10) peak phase-
difference among them, this is shown at the right hand side panel. 
The differences 2 1 3 1 2 3ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ{10( ),10( ),10( )}        , show a ( /10)  peak-error artifact. If 
the required tolerance is ( /10) , then any 1 2 3ˆ ˆ ˆ{ , , }    is equally useful. Thus, vibrations and 
systematic phase-shifter errors (however small) introduces ( /10)  repeatability-reliability 
artifacts. Note that the low spatial-frequency of the phase-artifact makes impossible to spot a 
good measurement among many phase estimations. 
4.2 Phase estimation with the proposed temporal-spatial algorithm 
Figure 6 shows five WYKO's spatial-carrier interferograms with nominal 0 2   . 
 
Fig. 6. Five digitized WYKO spatial-carrier interferograms with nominal phase-step of (/2) 
radians/sample. By looking at the WYKO's video-monitor, the fringes vibrate randomly, with 
peak deviation roughly of ( / 10) ; in spite of the optical-table, 
In Fig. 6 the fringes have 0 2    nominal phase-step. The WYKO's video-monitor show 
that the fringes vibrate roughly ( /10) ; so random/systematic peak-errors { } ( /10)n   are 
expected. From interferograms like those shown in Fig. 6 we demodulated five phases 
1 2 3 4 5
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ{ , , , , }      using the 5-step SH-PSA [1]. 
  
 
Fig. 7. Five consecutive 
green-panel all others show
Figure 7 clearly shows the
random nonlinear phase-step error is easily spot
green-panel in 7(d) has no visible 
artifact-free phase (panel (d)) occur
4.3 Phase estimation with 
Figure 8 shows the spectrum of 
Fig. 8. The spectrum of
The red-line shows the double
In Fig. 8, the spectrum of [ ]A e A e
Fig. 9. The estimated phase
free demodulated phase. The
Finally Fig. 9 shows the spatial low
with no phase-error artifact. 
4.4 Advantages and limitations of
Due to interferogram's noise, published nPSI algorithms cannot
step estimation accuracy. This fact precludes 
(6)-(9)). We think that the only way of having better than 
spaced phase-step fringes is to bypass
estimating the nonuniform phase
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wavefronts of the same optical-flat using SH-PSA. Except for the 
 double-frequency fringe-structure, an artifact phase-error. 
 advantage of using temporal-spatial carrier. Any systematic
 as a double-frequency fringe-artifact
phase-artifact; it has no phase error. In our optical
s in about 1 out-of 50 phase estimations.  
the proposed temporal-spatial demodulation 
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-frequency fringe phase-error artifact. 
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i u x i u x     shows the small-amplitude of 2A e
 
 ˆ ˆ( , )x y  . The red-plot from the red-line-cut show the artifact-
 filtered-out phase-artifact is shown in blue. 
-pass filtered wavefront ˆ 1 2[ ]
i iAe LPF A e A e  
 
 the proposed temporal-spatial nPSI algorithm
 attain floating-point
a conjugate-free wavefront estimation 
/10  accuracy from nonlinearly
 the phase-step estimation entirely. Therefore, instead of 
-steps, we propose to introduce spatial-carrier to the phase
-
. The 
-shop, an 
0 . 
 
 
0[ ]i u x  . 
0[ 2 ]i u x   
 
 phase-
(see Eqs. 
-
-
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shifted interferograms.  We finally use spatial-filtering to bypass the phase-step nonlinearities 
and obtain a conjugate-free demodulated wavefront. The sole limitation to this temporal-
spatial nPSI algorithm is to introduce spatial-carrier. In the rare cases were this is not 
possible, the proposed nPSI technique cannot be used. 
5. Summary 
We have presented a temporal-spatial nonuniform phase-shifting interferometry (nPSI) 
algorithm to accurately demodulate temporal interferograms having phase-step errors. The 
nonlinear phase-step errors { }n  may arise from air-turbulence, vibrations and phase-shifter 
nonlinearities [41]. We used a WYKO-6000 Fizeau interferometer located on top of a 
Newport optical table. In spite of this, the WYKO's video-monitor shows visible fringe 
vibrations of roughly ( /10)  peak amplitude. Also we have found that the WYKO's PZT, 
has systematic and small phase-step nonlinearities. Adding up these experimental phase-step 
errors the demodulated wavefront is usually within /10  tolerance. Here we have shown 
typical WYKO interferograms with nominal phase-shifts of ( / 2 ). Even with small phase-
step deviations { }n , the demodulated phase have notorious double-frequency-fringe artifact.  
For phase-demodulation, we used the 5-step, Schwider-Hariharan phase-shifting 
algorithm (SH-PSA) which is robust to linear-detuning [1]. The SH-PSA is however very 
sensitive to nonlinear phase-step deviations { }n . This sensitivity give rise to a spurious-
conjugate wavefront which degradates the wavefront estimation (Eqs. (6)-(9)).  We finally 
use carrier-frequency interferograms for spatially filtering-out the spurious-conjugate. In this 
way one finally obtains an artifact-free demodulated wavefront. Put in other words, applying 
the proposed temporal-spatial technique, one obtains an estimated wavefront as reliable as if 
we were using a floating-point accurate, linear phase-shifter. 
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